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Strategic relationships for Joint Logistics

- In order to provide effective joint logistics, what are the necessary relationship?
  - Services focus on Logistics Readiness at best value
  - DLA control of material acquisition
  - US Transportation Command (the DPO) has oversight responsibility for the distribution process
  - Joint Staff serves a coordinating role
  - Regional Combatant Commanders or their subordinate commands serve as the Joint Force Commander. Are they the customer?

- Does the operational environment alter the relationship?
How can the LOG Chiefs drive the imperatives for success?

- **Unity of Effort**
  - Appropriate capabilities and authorities
  - Shared Awareness across the logistics domain
  - Common measures of performance

- **Domain Wide Visibility**
  - Connectivity
  - Standard enterprise data architecture fostering warfighter confidence
  - Global focus over the processes that deliver support to the JFC

- **Rapid and Precise Response**
  - Speed
  - Reliability
  - Visibility
  - Efficiency